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ABSTRACT A .systuniatic stnd.v of X-ray reflections from a large number of planes, 
indientes that the space group of this crystal is P : h n .  The estimated intensities of 
Ihesi’ iilaiK-s sh o w  that the rnolecule does not lie in anv simple crystallographic plane.
In tlic previous communication (Datta, 1953)1 we have seen that the 
ctystal of tetraphenylethylene belongs to inonoclinic holo-axial system. 
Morpliological study and three rotation photographs about the three 
crystallographic axes using Ni-radiation gave the following values for the 
axial lengths and angles
(»= I r . 30 A .
h =  9-37 
c =  iu .io  -A.
h-axis is the axis of symmetry and A’ is the angle between a and r axes.
The density of the crystal (by  floatation method) was found to be 1.057.
( )n substitution of these values in the formula
A M , ,
where jV =  N o. of molecule per unit cell, p=dcnsity, F=volum e, 2 l= a t 
weight, Jl//f =  mass of hydrozen atom, the number of molecules per unit 
cell was found to be one. Hence the crystal has neither glide plane nor sciew 
axis.
This is further confirmed by identifying a large number of reflectiug 
planes on oscillation photographs. The b-axis of the crystal was made 
vertical. Oscillation photographs were taken over 10° oscillation. i8  photo­
graphs were taken from o" to iSo". The spots were identified (usual method, 
Banerjee and .Singh, 1937) on reciprocal lattice network of a* and c*. The 
relative intensities as determined by eye-estimation, were noted down against 
all the spots.
From the Table (Aslbury and Yardlcy) it is shown that 
all (hoi )  planes are present 
all l oko)  planes are present,
* Cunimnnicated by Prof. S. N Dose.
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so that h-axis is the axis of symmetry, and (a, c )  [dauc is the platie of 
symmetry. There arc a few absent spectra which are due to symmelrical 
arrangement of phenyl groups themselves. The space group of the this 
crystal will be, therefore, P 2 l m ,
III the previous comniunicatioii (l)atta, 1953), we have seen that the 
crystal is bi-axial and optically negative with
a =  1.690,
1.757,
7= 1.76 2 .
The lowest refractive index lieing normal to the plane of molecule 
(Dalta, T047), since the above values are nearly e(iual, the molecule does 
not lie in any simple crystallographic plane. Our estimated intensities 
also support this view. Therefore, the complicated molecule as] it is will not 
be planar.
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